With the presence of a cockpit display of traffic information (CDTI) that provides graphical airspace information, pilots can use a variety of conflict resolution maneuvers in response to how they perceive the conflict. Inconsistent preference findings from previous research on conflict resolution using CDTIs may be due to inherent ambiguities in 3-D displays and/or a limited range of conflict geometries. This paper describes a study that investigates conflict resolution maneuver preferences using three displays with different frames of reference and a wide range of conflict geometries. Results indicate that 3-D displays with interactive viewpoints reduced spatial ambiguities. The interactive 3-D displays produced a preference for vertical maneuvers over lateral similar to a 2-D coplanar display; however this preference was reversed under increased workload conditions for both 3-D displays. Pilots in all three display conditions showed a preference to maneuver vertically away from intruders, though this was eliminated (or reversed) as workload increased. The 2-D coplanar display induced a preference to laterally turn away from approaching intruders, which overwhelmed a trained “turn right” preference.

INTRODUCTION

A cockpit display of traffic information (CDTI) is designed to show air traffic from the perspective of the pilot’s own aircraft (“ownship”; e.g., Johnson, Battiste, & Bochow, 1999). A generalized version of the CDTI has already been certified to fly by the FAA to aid in self-separation for in-flight following between ownship and other aircraft in the airspace. The FAA is currently in the process of developing criteria for certifying CDTIs to support more in-flight responsibilities, such as the detection and resolution of potential conflicts in the airspace (Thomas & Rantanen, in press).

A conflict is defined as the loss of the minimum required separation distance between two aircraft, defined in this study as 5 nautical miles lateral and ±1000 ft vertical; a resolution involves creating a new flight path that ensures that the two aircraft do not lose minimum separation. Traditionally, pilots and controllers are trained to resolve conflicts with lateral right turns (Federal Aviation Regulation 91.113, FAA/AIM, 2005). However, when pilots are given more flexibility to determine their own resolutions, they demonstrate a wide variety of preferences (airspeed, heading, and altitude changes), which previous research has shown may be affected by the CDTI’s display dimensionality (2-D vs. 3-D) and the particular geometry of the conflict (for a summary, see Thomas & Wickens, 2005).

Display Dimensionality

Currently there are many options for displaying airspace information on all three spatial dimensions. One option for a CDTI display, 2-D coplanar, is to provide a top down map view of the airspace, and a second vertical situation view that provides a side or rear view. Another display option is to depict all three dimensions graphically in a 3-D display with a viewpoint typically set between 30°-60° above the horizon and either directly behind or slightly off to the side of ownship (e.g., Alexander, Wickens, & Merwin, 2004, Ellis et al, 1987).

Each of these display options (2-D, 3-D) has inherent perceptual and/or cognitive limitations that produce display/task tradeoffs, such as scanning and
integration costs (2-D) or line-of-sight ambiguity (3-D; Wickens & Hollands, 2000).

In terms of conflict resolution maneuver axis preference, the literature reveals a general preference for vertical over lateral maneuvers when pilots use CDTIs which provide a graphic representation of the vertical dimension (2-D Coplanar or 3-D). This vertical preference is amplified with an unambiguous graphic vertical representation such as the side/rear view of a 2-D Coplanar display (Alexander et al, 2004). Wickens, Helleberg, & Xu (2002) suggest that vertical maneuvers are preferred over lateral because they are less cognitively complex and are faster to implement than lateral, and resolve conflicts more quickly because the vertical component of the protected zone is much smaller (±1000 ft) than the lateral (5 NM), and the control order is lower.

**Conflict Geometry**

Conflict geometry between two aircraft (ownship and intruder) can be defined by three parameters: 1) relative altitude and vertical speed, (2) airspeed of the intruder compared to ownship, and (3) the lateral angle formed by the intersection of the trajectories of the two aircraft. Conflict geometry has proven to affect conflict resolution strategies (e.g. Johnson, Bilimoria, Thomas, Lee, & Battiste, 2003). For example, pilots tend to resolve conflicts where the intruder is making a vertical change by choosing to maneuver vertically toward the intruder, and by climbing (vs. descending) if the intruder is flying level (Alexander et al 2004; Wickens et al, 2002). Pilots also show a tendency to turn laterally toward incoming intruders (Johnson et al, 2003), although this is not always the case, as Wickens et al (2002) found a small tendency to turn away from intruders.

Studies that have specifically contrasted 2-D planar or coplanar displays with 3-D perspective displays suggest that the dimensionality of the CDTI mediates the effect of conflict geometry on maneuver axis preference and safety (e.g. Alexander et al, 2004), although the pattern of interactions is not fully consistent across studies (Thomas & Wickens, 2005).

These prior studies comparing 3-D and 2-D displays have used single-viewpoint 3-D displays that were inherently ambiguous along the line-of-sight of the viewpoint. Hence, this may have led to a particular pattern of avoiding certain maneuvers to resolve conflicts with certain geometries where that 3-D ambiguity would compromise safety. In the current study, we address this by considering two different 3-D displays with interactive viewpoints which are intended to reduce ambiguity (Sollenberger & Milgram, 1993; Wickens & Helleberg, 1999). We expect that the interactive viewpoints will reduce or even eliminate 3-D ambiguities, and produce maneuver preference patterns similar to that seen in the 2-D Coplanar condition, such as a comparable number of vertical maneuvers.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

Thirty student pilots (averaging 383 flight hours) from the University of Illinois participated in this study and were reimbursed for their participation.

**Displays**

There were three different CDTI formats. The Coplanar display (Figure 1) consisted of two side-by-side views of the airspace, one top-down (showing the horizontal plane) and one from the side (showing vertical information). The Toggle display (Figure 2) consisted of one display with two 3D viewpoint options that could be switched by pressing the “View 1/View 2” button on the CDTI button bar (located directly below the display).

![Figure 1. 2-D Coplanar display condition (both views displayed simultaneously).](image1)

![Figure 2. 3-D Toggle display views (displayed serially by clicking on a view-changing button).](image2)

The Manipulable display consisted of one display with a viewpoint, initially set to a 2-D top-down position, that could be moved by the participant using the mouse, from 0-90° vertically and through the entire 360° lateral range.
Design

Table 1 outlines 54 (or 3 x 3 x 3 x 2) unique conflict geometries (the within subject variables) which were used as the conflict trials. The total number of experimental trials was tripled by choosing three angles within each subset of conflict angles so that the three sets of conflicts were similar but not identical. The conflict geometries were defined by the intruder’s position relative to ownship, which was always flying a straight, level path. The same set of 162 trials were presented in a randomized orders to different pilots in each of the three display conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Within Subjects Variables</th>
<th>Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conflict Angle</td>
<td>Head-on: 120-180º, 180-240º</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crossing: 60-120º, 240-300º</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overtake: 0-60º, 300-360º</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude Change of Intruder</td>
<td>Ascending at 500 ft/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Descending at 500 ft/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Speed of Intruder</td>
<td>Faster: 1.5x OS speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Same as OS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slower: 2/3x OS speed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Conflict geometry as described relative to ownship (OS) characteristics of airspeed, altitude, and distance. Note: Conflict angle is determined from the angle between the intruder’ s heading compared to ownship’s heading at the point of conflict.

Procedure and Tasks

Pilots were randomly placed into one of the three display conditions. After signing consent forms, reading instructions, and performing practice trials, each pilot viewed 162 experimental trials depicting conflicts between ownship and an intruder. Each trial was constructed so that the conflict was predicted to occur in 5 minutes from the start of the trial. Pilots were instructed to resolve each of the conflicts by using the Route Altering Tool (RAT; Johnson et al, 2003) to create a new flight path in one of three ways: laterally (by using the mouse to click and drag ownship’s flight path into a new configuration), and/or vertically (by using the mouse to click up/down arrows to change the destination altitude in the RAT pop-up menu). Feedback from the alerting color changes indicated whether a proposed resolution was successful: if it was, the color of the aircraft changed away from yellow. Once a successful resolution was created, pilots clicked an Enter and an Execute button, and after 5 seconds the next trial began. Although pilots could try any number and type of resolutions prior to entering one, only the final resolution was recorded for analysis.

RESULTS

Overall, resolution success was very high (94%) across all display conditions, and response times did not differ by display type.

Maneuver axis preference for each successful resolution was categorized as one of three types, based on the lateral and/or vertical deviations of the resolution flight path: lateral (e.g. left turn), vertical (e.g. climb), or dual-axis combination (e.g. climbing left turn) maneuvers. Maneuver axis preference was determined by proportion of each type of maneuver across successful trials in each conflict geometry category for each pilot. The maneuver axis preferences were analyzed by display condition and by each dimension of conflict geometry.

Display condition had no significant effect on maneuver preferences (refer to Figure 3, “Low workload” data). Overall, vertical maneuvers were chosen most often (40%, compared to 30% combination and 29% lateral); though the main effect was not statistically significant, whenever a significant preference emerged it was for vertical, while lateral maneuvers were never preferred. The vertical preference was observed across all display types for conflicts with approach angles of less than 120º (crossing and overtake conflicts; $F_{4, 104} = 13.06, p<0.01$), for level conflicts ($F_{4, 104} = 3.36, p<0.01$), and for faster-speed conflicts ($F_{4, 104} = 8.49, p<0.01$).

![Figure 3. Maneuver preferences as a function of display condition, for low workload (current study) and high workload (follow-up study).](image-url)
display, and produced preferences for lateral maneuvers in the two 3-D display conditions (“High Workload” data in Figure 3).

Maneuver axis preferences were further analyzed to determine whether there were preferences for maneuvering one direction or the other within the lateral or the vertical axis. Single-axis vertical direction preferences (ascents vs. descents) were evaluated on the basis of the intruder’s vertical behavior (ascending or descending only; cases where intruder was flying level were analyzed separately). When using vertical maneuvers, pilots exhibited a preference to maneuver vertically away from the intruder across all display conditions (F1, 26 = 50.4, p<0.01). It must be noted that this result was only evident in this low workload conditions that characterize this experiment; results from a subsequent experiment with increased task load revealed that the vertical “maneuver away” preference was eliminated for the 2-D Coplanar display and reversed for both 3-D displays.

Vertical direction preferences when the intruder was flying level revealed a marginally significant effect (F2, 52 = 2.84, p=0.07), where ascents were most preferred (45%), followed by level flight (31%) and then by descents (25%). Neither the display condition nor any dimension of conflict geometry had a significant effect on vertical direction preference.

Further analysis also revealed a significant overall tendency to maneuver right-ward (55% of the time; F1, 52 = 12.38, p<0.01), though this right-ward preference did not interact with display condition (F2, 52 = 0.29, p>0.20). The tendency to turn right was overwhelmed by the stronger tendency to turn away in the 2-D Coplanar condition (see Figure 4). Overtake angle conflicts produced a greater preference for turning away than toward the intruder (F2, 52 = 20.04, p<0.001).

**DISCUSSION**

Resolution performance results (success rates and response times) indicated that all three displays produced equivalent performance, suggesting that the viewpoint altering features on both 3-D displays were sufficient to reduce spatial ambiguities (further described in Thomas & Wickens, 2005, Exp 1). Similarly, display dimensionality had no significant effect on maneuver axis preference, most likely due to the absence of dimensional ambiguities which may otherwise have produced differential maneuver preferences.

Each conflict geometry dimension, however, had an effect on maneuver axis preference. Vertical maneuvers were preferred over lateral and combination in decreasing angle conflicts, when the intruder was flying level, or as intruder’s relative speed increased. In all cases, vertical maneuvers were most likely preferred because of the ease and quickness with which they could resolve the conflict (see also Wickens, Helleberg, & Xu, 2002), specifically when lateral maneuvers were limited (in the case of smaller-angle approaches; Johnson et al, 2003), when altitude change of the intruder was not an issue (level-flight conflicts), and when the closure rate was relatively fast (increasing speed conflicts).

However, when workload was increased, the vertical preference noted above was eliminated for the 2-D Coplanar display, and reversed for both 3-D displays, which actually showed a preference for lateral maneuvers. Increased task load was also found to reduce the amount of viewpoint interactivity (Thomas and Wickens, 2005), suggesting that spatial ambiguities were not eliminated under high workload conditions and may have played a role in maneuver choice. It may be that higher workload combined with unresolved spatial ambiguities induces an adaptive tendency to maneuver the aircraft in a way that preserves a more stable state (level), than the climbing or descending state, both of which have airspeed and possible stalling implications and which involve spatial processing in the third dimension.

Preferences for maneuver directions within the vertical axis are also modified by workload level. In low workload (single task) conditions such as the current
experiment, a strong preference to maneuver away from the intruder emerges across all display types. However, high workload (dual task) reduces and even reverses this preference, and the effect is display-dependent. This again suggests that unresolved ambiguities resulting from reduced viewpoint interactivity influence vertical maneuvering direction.

Across both workload levels, ascents were preferred over descents when both aircraft were flying level, replicating another common finding from previous studies (Alexander et al, 2004; Wickens et al, 2002).

For direction preference within the lateral flight axis, only the 2-D Coplanar display induced a strong preference to laterally turn away from an approaching intruder, replicating a finding from Wickens et al (2002). The two 3-D displays showed no lateral axis preference at all in the low workload conditions of this experiment, but did exhibit a turn-away preference under increased workload conditions. The reasons for the turn away preference are not clear: in most cases the most efficient maneuver is to turn toward the intruder (Johnson et al, 2003).

One potential limitation of this research is the generalizability of findings from a simplified single-task desktop CDTI simulation to a more realistic in-flight environment where the CDTI is one of many displays all requiring attention from the pilot. This limitation was addressed in a subsequent experiment, described in Thomas & Wickens (2005; Exp 2), which increased the task load and the number of traffic aircraft in the airspace. As noted, results from this subsequent experiment indicated that increased task load had significant effects on maneuver preferences.

CONCLUSIONS

Most importantly, the 3-D displays’ interactive viewpoints successfully reduced spatial ambiguities and produced performance levels and maneuver preferences very similar to those observed in the 2-D Coplanar condition. When clear maneuver axis preferences were observed, vertical maneuvers were preferred over lateral, a finding that supports previous research. Pilots preferred climbs over descents when the intruder was flying level, replicating previous research. However, both lateral and vertical turning preferences were significantly modified by increased workload, especially for the two 3-D displays.
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